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What is Rural 

Scotland in Focus?



What is Rural Scotland in 
Focus?

1. A 100-page report every two years that 

“takes the temperature of rural Scotland”

2. Fast-track to rural evidence

3. Commentary on key themes

4. Compendium of resources

5. Insight into changes over time



How and why did it all 

begin?



We knew that rural Scotland 
is significant:

1. More than 95% of Scotland’s land mass
2. Home to 20% of population = 1 million people
3. Sectors: food and drink, tourism, renewables, forestry, 

agriculture and fisheries, IT, manufacturing, 
construction, professional and creative industries.
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But we didn’t know how to 
say that…

• Statistics 

reports existed

• The Scottish 

Government’s 

Urban-Rural 

Classification 

existed

• But “So what?” 

was absent…



2009, within the College, we:

1. Set up a small team to write about rural 

Scotland

2. Established an external Advisory Group 

of eight stakeholders from different 

backgrounds and sectors, with an 

independent Chair – to challenge us

3. Talked to MSPs to find out what they 

wanted to know

4. Launched first report in 2010



Key features of the 

Reports



1. Themes that matter

1. We work with stakeholders 

to identify the priority themes

2. PLUS compare year-on-year



Report themes

• 2010: population change; economic resilience; 
rural infrastructure and services; rural 
communities taking ownership; climate change; 
water quality; biodiversity.

• 2012: population and economy changes; 
vibrancy of rural towns; third sector and civil 
society; broadband; low carbon future.

• 2014: population, economy & housing 
changes; young people; rural poverty; spatial 
planning; where next for rural Scotland?

• 2016: changing land management; rural 
economies beyond land-based sector; 
community empowerment policies1999-2017; 
conclusions for rural policy in Scotland.



2. Signposting to resources

• Thousands of links.

– All links in report are clickable

• Directing to sources:

– Saves time: we have done the searching

– Means the reader can check and make up their 

own minds.

• Make evidence more accessible



3. Independence is critical

• No sponsorship; no external funding

• Allows us to tackle tricky issues impartially

• Enables us to point to weaknesses:

– anti-poverty policy

– community empowerment

– lack of tailoring to rural

• Able to present evidence and argue for:

– sensitising of national indicators to rural contexts
• SIMD

– “rural proofing”

– a coherent rural strategy



4. Communication and 
debate are essential

• We create 

opportunities for the 

Reports’ findings to 

be debated in public

• We invite MSPs to 

be on panels, and 

respond at 

receptions/meetings



5. Partnership is central…



What have we 

achieved since 2010?



Outcomes: evidence

• Directly inform rural scrutiny Committees in 
Scottish Parliament plus SPICe & civil servants.

• Report downloaded and used by thousands of 
stakeholders:

– Reference of choice for rural evidence

• Asked to provide other rural evidence that has 
shaped rural and national policies and 
strategies e.g.:

– Rural fuel poverty

– Rural economy and labour (including migrant labour)

– Mental ill health – Mental Health Strategy 2017-2027



Outcomes: International (1/2)



Outcomes: International (2/2)



Why do it?



Why Rural Scotland in 
Focus?
1. Evidence underpins everything: 

a. what is known, what is not known, what we still 

need to know; 

b. inform and support policy development.

2. Evaluation: “Scotland will know if we are 

moving towards a fairer, more just nation” (Social 

Justice Strategy, 1999)

3. Create partnerships around evidence, the 

need for evidence, & production of evidence:

a. We’re in this together…

4. Make a difference for rural people’s lives
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